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Abstract 
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Supervisor:  Gloria Lee 

 

 
The purpose of my experimental research in the MFA Design Program has been to 

develop a working methodology to transfer into a professional graphic design practice upon 

completion of the program. In my time here, I have built a body of work that clearly expresses my 

intention, and developed a solid comprehension of the field of design, its discourse, and where 

my work is situated within it. The intended audience for my work, which tends to fall in the 

blurred space between design and art, are consumers of image and pop culture in the field, 

gallery, and public sphere. The projects I’ll present in this report will provide a context for the 

process by which I arrived at a personal methodology and a narrative for how I came to think 

about my work up to this point. 
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“There arent any new words. Our job is to give new meanings and special overtones to absolutely ordinary words.”   
Haruki Murakami “Jazz Messenger” Essay. New York Times, July 8, 2007. 

 
 
“By the way, buying stuff cheap at a flea market is not gleaning. Gleaning is reclaiming what others have discarded.” 

Agnès Varda—Interview with Liza Bear in: Interview Magazine. 2009. (English). 
 

 

 

I. Introduction 

The purpose of my experimental research in the MFA Design Program has been to 

develop a working methodology to transfer into a professional graphic design practice upon 

completion of the program. In my time here, I have built a body of work that clearly expresses my 

intention, and developed a solid comprehension of the field of design, its discourse, and where 

my work is situated within it. The intended audience for my work, which tends to fall in the 

blurred space between design and art, are consumers of image and pop culture in the field, 

gallery, and public sphere. The projects I’ll present in this report will provide a context for the 

process by which I arrived at a personal methodology and a narrative for how I came to think 

about my work up to this point. 

In my undergraduate degree, I studied English Literature, primarily works by women and 

people of color, and Political Science, with a focus on the social movements of marginalized 

groups in the U.S. and abroad. I transfer this scholarly framework to my current work by looking 

to the margins of consumer and pop culture for source material, as a position from which to 

examine how images support or challenge social constructions of race, gender, and sexuality. 

Working within the territory of visual culture, I approach the visual in the same way I critically 

read fiction: savoring certain images, dissecting rhetorical and cultural frameworks, and focusing 

images with ambiguous meaning and which prompt further exploration. I’m particularly 
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interested in how media representations of the body inform how we view ourselves, an interest 

that stems in part from the five years I spent professionally modeling. Drawing on that experience 

as a kind of retrospective ethnography, I critique the artifice and ideals of the fashion industry 

from a participant-observer perspective. 

 My goals in the first year were to develop a thorough understanding of visual culture and 

to define and articulate my design process in the language of the discipline. Images served as both 

my theoretical subject matter and literal source material. I conducted a series of investigations to 

break apart iconic images in order to analyze them. For each project, I set up a generative system 

for production, which I define in the context of my work as a set of basic rules that yields patterns 

and variations.  

For my first self-initiated project in Marfa, a tiny town and unlikely art hub in the West 

Texas desert, I wanted to understand how the shapes and visual forms of a particular place serve 

to define it. I photographed architectural facades, discarded railroad spikes, scraps of machinery 

and ranch equipment detritus. From the photos, I digitally cut out and sorted shapes into 

typologies, vectorized them, and designed a template system for reassembly into letterforms. This 

became a rule system for a Modular Typeface, for which different combinations of shapes 

generate font variations. The Marfa font variation evokes the visceral feel of the sparse desert 

landscape it is derived from. Forms from different cities could potentially be plugged into the 

template, and the process made participatory by inviting people to submit their own modules. 

Site-specific typefaces could then be reinserted back into their landscape via graphic materials, 

creating a visual language that exists in the same landscape that comprises it. 
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Figure 1: Modular Typeface, Marfa, 2011 

 

The next project I initiated, Exercises in Visual Culture, was an investigation of visual 

rhetoric in relation to the production and reproduction of images in media. I observed the 

alterations that images undergo through mediation and transmission, (e.g., cropping, enlarging, 

distortion) and appropriated these processes, repeatedly enacting them on images to record the 

effects on meaning. I discovered that by breaking down existing sign systems, these methods 

could be used to alter content in a way that reveals or shifts meanings.  

 Initially in my MFA research, I worked in a formulaic and repeatable way by intuition, 

because I lacked precedent methods for investigating visual forms. I found that the systems I 

devised could be adapted for any subject matter or set of content. If a set of visual content is 

thematically related, a system can be enacted to find nuances or contradictions. Conversely, 

seemingly disparate content put through a system may yield unexpected connections. The 

primary benefits of this methodological approach are that it: 1) allows for a degree of distance 

from the early conceptual stages: In contrast to approaching a project with a particular message 

in mind, I pre-determine a system of rules to see what happens to the content’s meaning, and 
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begin there. 2) clarifies the design process: By designing rule systems and introducing random 

variables, I play all the roles of production: programmer, software, and human designer, a method 

that yields surprising design solutions and enables me to more closely examine the tacit 

knowledge I bring to the creative process. 3) reveals the underlying structures of images: In 

terms of content, I use rule systems to break apart complex images into abstract parts. Once 

broken down, their structures and compositions are made clear, and new assemblages and 

recombinations are possible. 4) enables nuanced interpretations of a designed work: 

Designing a system for variation suggests a multitude of possible expressions of an idea, which I 

argue in turn, encourages a more diverse response from an audience. 

 Methodologically, I approach projects by setting up formal restrictions and parameters, 

thus minimizing arbitrary decisions and jumpstarting the creative process. This is a process of 

thinking through making, in which I generate variations on a predetermined theme. The inherent 

unpredictability of generative processes allows for mistakes and glitches, which I embrace, 

further exploring the more interesting variations after the system has played out. I look for 

unexpected connections and juxtapositions that occur when visual fragments are reassembled. In 

developing this methodology, I drew from the long lineage of conceptual artists and designers 

who worked with generative processes, including the experimental writers’ group OULIPO, Sol 

Lewitt, Donald Judd, Eva Hesse, John Cage, Mevis & Van Deursen, and Daniel Eatock. In the 

second year of the program, I continued to explore generative systems in greater depth, with the 

goal of more clearly defining my process and recording accidental discoveries for a personal store 

of precedent.  

 Agnes Varda’s documentary, The Gleaners And I, was an important early influence on 

my MFA work. Shooting with a hand-held camera to create a sense of equality, she poetically 
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elevates her subjects from social outcasts subsisting on leftovers to unsung heroes, steadily 

chipping away at hegemonic power structures. Varda connects the notion of gleaning to her own 

method of gathering overlooked stories for her films. I want my design work to operate in a 

similar way: a covert strategy of reusing and reordering the castoff fragments of a disposable 

capitalist culture to subtly undermine dominant systems. I also try to adopt Varda’s sensitive 

approach to serious subjects:  

With The Gleaners, the problem was bigger than me. I wanted to catch the problem of 
consumption, waste, poor people eating what we throw away, which is a big subject. But I 
didn’t want to become a sociologue, an ethnographe, a serious thinker. I thought I should be 
free, even in a documentary which has a very serious subject.1 

 

I’m skeptical of design that imperatively demands action or thought of its audience, and instead 

want to allow viewers to formulate their own connections and responses to a work. I am 

beginning to explore ways of expanding my methodology by setting up systematic frameworks 

for participation or collaboration. This would create a quality of openness, supporting my 

opposition to didactic message delivery. My current teaching assistant appointment provides a 

format to test my research on co-creative systems in an educational environment, which I discuss 

in depth in the Methodology section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Heti, Sheila. “Interview with Agnes Varda.” Believer. October 2009, accessed February 28, 2013. 
http://www.believermag.com/issues/200910/?read=interview_varda. 
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II. Influences 

Media Theory 

 John Berger’s landmark Ways of Seeing, in which he surveys the commodification of art 

and questions ideologies imbedded within images, was an introduction to my thinking about 

cultural politics in the visual world. His focus on women and the unconscious gaze directly led to 

my own investigation of fashion images. For Exercises in Visual Culture, I wanted to disrupt the 

conventional artifice of magazine perfume ads—the gaze, contorted poses, surreal or supernatural 

environments, etc.—and so experimented with manually folding and scanning the ads to warp 

and distort the images. 

 In Ways of Seeing, Berger built his argument around Walter Benjamin’s essay, “The 

Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.”2 For an independent study in my second 

semester with art historian Ann Reynolds, I read many of Benjamin’s essays while connecting his 

theories to the societal role of graphic design as mode of cultural production. In particular, his 

essay “A Short History of Photography” helped to extend my thinking about authenticity and 

truth in relation to images and reproduction.3 Benjamin predicted that photography would have a 

profound affect on art, which mechanical reproduction had stripped of its vital aura. Arguing for 

photography as an accessible and reproducible medium with emancipatory potential, he wrote, 

“less than ever does a simple reproduction of reality express something about reality.”4   

Images and the actions performed on them are inherently biased. That the “truth” or meaning of 

an image is as malleable as the image itself is central to my approach to design.  

                                                
2 Benjamin, Walter. "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" (1968) in Hannah Arendt. Trans. Harry Zohn.  
Illuminations: Essays and Reflections. Ed. New York: Schocken Books, 1968, pp. 214-18 
3 Benjamin, Walter. “Short History of Photography.” trans. by Phil Patton, in Art Forum 15. February 6, 1977, pp. 46-51. 
4 Benjamin, Walter. “Short History of Photography.” 
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In “On the Museum’s Ruins,” Douglas Crimp wrote that Robert Rauschenberg’s reproductive 

techniques (silkscreen and transfer drawings) were exemplary of Benjamin’s prediction:  

Through reproductive technology postmodernist art dispenses with the aura. The fiction of 
the creating subject gives way to the frank confiscation, quotation, excerptation, 
accumulation and repetition of already existing images. Notions of originality, authenticity 
and presence, essential to the ordered discourse of the museum, are undermined. 5 
 

Postmodern artists exposed the futility of the idea of an authentic or original work of art. These 

assertions directly informed my early investigations, Exercises in Visual Culture and Meme-isis, 

which both explored the effects of reproductive processes on iconic photographs and design 

works. 

 Roland Barthes’ ideological critique of consumer culture in Mythologies further propelled 

my research. In his text, Barthes analyzes the political messages transmitted through mass media 

and pop culture in France.6 Just as he methodically deconstructed social narratives to reveal 

underlying messages and political agencies, I sought to develop rule systems for breaking apart 

images to uncover their ideological frameworks. Barthes’ later writings, namely his “Death of the 

Author” essay, helped to contextualize my design practice on a historical timeline, spanning 

modernity and postmodernity, and to seek out more recent discourse on design authorship, i.e., 

Michael Rock’s 1996 “Designer as Author” and 2009 “Fuck Content” essays. In the former, Rock 

dismisses debates on whether designers are authors, producers or translators, arguing that it 

doesn’t matter to audiences who makes a work, but what a design actually does and how.7,8 That 

foundation was necessary to begin to think beyond notions of authorship and authority for a 

                                                
5 Crimp, Douglas. “On the Museum’s Ruins.” Postmodern Culture. Ed. Hal Foster. London: Bay, 1983.  
6 Barthes, Roland. Mythologies. Trans. Annette Lavers. New York: Hill and Wang, 1972. 
7 Barthes, Roland. “The Death of the Author.” The Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism. Ed. Vincent B. Leitch. New York:   
W. W. Norton & Co., 2001. 
8 Rock, Michael. “Designer as Author” and “Fuck Content.” Multiple Signatures: On Designers, Authors, Readers and Users. New 
York: Rizzoli International, 2009 and 2013. 
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practice relevant to the technological and social conditions within which graphic design operates 

in contemporary culture. 

 

Design/Art Theory 

 The Surrealist and Dadaist movements have largely influenced my MFA work, as I look 

to Duchamp’s readymades to contextualize my use of found and discarded content. Recalling the 

way Duchamp used found objects to question the notion of art, I use the fragments of image and 

material culture to consider how mainstream societal values are established.  Although Dada 

represented, in Manfredo Tafuri’s words, anarchy and chaos, Dada artists employed systematic 

generative processes for creation. Tafuri writes, “even Dadaist destructiveness has a ‘positive 

aim’…Dadaist nihilism, in the hands of a Hausmann or a Heartfeld, became the expression of a 

new technique of communication. The systematic use of the unexpected and the technique of 

assemblage were brought together to form the premises of a new nonverbal language.”9 My 

methodology borrows the techniques developed during these movements—assemblage, collage, 

and photomontage—and applies them algorithmically to elucidate rhetorical frameworks and 

recombine parts to create something other. 

The “pure psychic automatism” André Breton describes in the “Surrealist Manifesto” is 

primarily what I’m after with my generative systems—not a late-modernist machine-like 

rationality, but a release from theoretical or conceptual constraints that facilitates a more 

spontaneous creativity.10  Surrealist artists adapted a collective story-writing method to hand-

drawing, creating a game in which one person starts a drawing on a piece of paper, then folds it 

so that only the tail ends of lines are visible. The next person continues the drawing where the last 
                                                
9 Tafuri, Manfredo. (1974). “The Dialectic of the Avant Garde.” Design and Art. Ed. Alex Coles. London: Whitechapel, 2007. 
10 Breton, André. (1924). “Surrealist Manifesto.” In Patrick Waldberg, ed. Surrealism, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), pp. 66-75. 
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person left off, without seeing what they are adding to. Breton, recalling the cadavre exquis 

(exquisite corpse) method of collective drawing, wrote: “We had at our command an infallible 

way of holding the critical intellect in abeyance, and of fully liberating the mind’s metaphorical 

activity.”11 For me, experimenting with rules (rather than subject material) in the early stages of 

the design process similarly creates a generatively produced sense of freedom. Whereas the 

surrealists sought to confront the unconscious self, my objective is to reify areas of the social 

unconscious that are overlooked, forgotten or accepted at face value.   

 In 2000, Andrew Blauvelt wrote an essay for Eye, “Towards a Complex Simplicity,” in 

which he analyzed the shift away from the formal complexities of postmodern style, characterized 

by image manipulation, intricate structures and eccentric type. In reaction to the “twin myths of 

expressionism and stylistic pluralism”12 of graphic design in the 1990s, the early twenty-first 

century saw a return to simplicity of form, a preference for the quotidian and plain, and a general 

sublimation of expression: “Expressionism denies its existence as a language, and thus a style, in 

order to preserve a sense of immediacy, a supposedly unmediated or direct connection to 

individual desire and the unconscious.”13 Blauvelt introduced several works that used rational, 

systematic frameworks and were dependent on completion by the viewer for a participatory, 

rather than prescriptive design, including Paul Elliman’s poster system for a literary conference. 

On each poster, Elliman inserted blank spaces between the words “Image,” “Maldoror” and 

“Text,” inviting conference participants to contribute responses, a simple gesture that cleverly 

engaged the audience and generated a multitude of interpretations. This project and the several 

                                                
11 Breton, André. (1948). “Le Cadavre Exquis.” In Patrick Waldberg, ed. Surrealism, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), pp. 93-94. 
12, 13 Blauvelt, Andrew. “Towards a Complex Simplicity,” Eye. Spring 2000. Accessed February 28, 2013. 
http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/towards-a-complex-simplicity. 
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others outlined in the essay helped to position my own use of systems within the context of 

Blauvelt’s historical framing. 

 

 Figure 2: Paul Elliman,  Lautréamont Conference Posters 1993.  

 

Art/ Literature Precedents 

 As I researched generative systems in greater depth, I realized that many of my favorite 

works of art, film and literature had been produced through generative methods. The works of 

early postmodern authors Jorge Luis Borges and Samuel Beckett were preludes to my interest in 

infinite variation. Borges imagined a “Library of Babel” that holds infinite knowledge, every 

possible combination of all the information in the world.14 I’m compelled by this duality of 

infinite possibility and its inherent meaningless, that such logical accuracy and precision is 

ultimately mysterious and dystopian. For his poem “Lessness,” Beckett used random 

permutations to order sixty sentences by drawing random strips of paper.15 The poem consists of 

two out of the 8.3 × 1081 possible arrangements of the sentences. Such an overwhelming multitude 

                                                
14 Borges, Jorge Luis. “La Biblioteca de Babel” (1941), in Ficciones. Madrid: Alianza, 1971; English translation, “The Library of 
Babel”, in Borges, Labyrinths. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970. 
15 Beckett, Samuel. “Lessness” In S.E. Gontarski, Samuel Beckett: The Complete Short Prose 1929-1989. (New York: Grove, 1995) 
197-201. 
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of possibilities points to the meaninglessness of language itself, and reading the text disrupts the 

reader’s usually unconscious comprehension process. Applied to images, disrupting the normal 

flow of image content through graphic manipulation can reveal the meaningless of much of what 

we see in visual culture.   

Members of the experimental writer’s group OULIPO, founded in France in 1960, set 

constraints for literary games as a means of triggering ideas and inventing new forms of writing. 

Georges Perec wrote a novel without using the letter “e” and Raymond Queneau, for his 

Exercises in Style, recounted the same paragraph-long anecdote in ninety-nine distinct literary 

styles. I was drawn to these playful approaches to creative production in literature, and adapted 

the methods to visual content. Finally, a common theme of permutation became apparent in the 

works I value: the rhythmic repetitions in John Cage’s experimental music, the avant garde jazz 

compositions of Miles Davis and Charles Mingus, Beckett’s sound poetry and Pina Bausch’s 

additive dance pieces.  

 Conceptual art is largely influential in my work, if primarily in terms of formal process. 

Sol Lewitt, famous for his dictum, “the idea becomes a machine that makes the art,” foregrounded 

the idea or plan for an art work over its execution.16  His Wall Drawings were precise 

mathematical instructions to be carried out by museum installation teams and were subject to 

changing conditions and human error.  Eva Hesse, a contemporary of Lewitt, used grid-like 

structures, generative processes, and repetition of simple gestures in her paintings and sculptural 

material studies. She and other minimalist artists, such as Donald Judd, pioneered the restrained 

serial repetition that is common in installation practice today, but was innovative at the time.17 

                                                
16 LeWitt, Sol. “Paragraphs on Conceptual Art.” Artforum. (1967) 5:10 (Summer 1967): 79–84. Reprinted in Conceptual Art: A 
Critical Anthology. Cambridge: MIT Press 1999): 12-16.  
17 Pollock, Griselda and Vanessa Corby, eds. Encountering Eva Hesse. Munich: Prestel, 2006. 
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Echoing Breton, Lucy Lippard observed in Hesse’s process art “a determined mindlessness, even 

sacrifice in the heat of creation.”18 I find a similar sense of release through structure, by setting 

rigid formal parameters and rule sets at the onset of the design process.     

 Yoko Ono, as a member of Fluxus, enacted a series of participatory “Instruction Pieces” 

beginning in the 1950s. Inspired by John Cage’s scores, the works were sets of instructions to be 

completed by the viewer. This example has an added a layer of indeterminacy that is separate 

from the chance operations in my work, but that interests me for future experiments. I identify 

more closely with the artistic intentions of John Baldessari, who recontextualizes existing images 

to question assumed meanings and stereotypes in visual culture. He also constructed arbitrary 

rules and games to avoid aesthetic decisions, as in his throwing balls pieces in which he 

attempted feats in sets of thirty-six, according to the number of frames on a roll of 35mm film. 

Baldessari used rules to defy those associated with making art, stating that he “became interested 

in doing sequential work because he never believed that ‘any one thing’ was the final word. If one 

thing is happening here, what’s happening there?”19 I transfer this belief, that there is no single 

way to express a concept, into my work via the systems I construct to generate a multitude of 

expressions of visual content. 

Baldessari also questioned dogmatic rules in the art world through re-contextualization. 

In 1972, he performed Sol Lewitt’s 35 Sentences on Conceptual Art (1969), by videotaping 

himself singing each phrase to the tune of a different popular song (Baldessari Sings Lewitt), at 

once celebrating Lewitt and gently undermining his dogma. I admire the sense of humor 

Baldessari injects into his subtle rearrangements and re-presentations of existing material, to 

                                                
18 Lippard, Lucy R. “Eva Hesse: The Circle” (1971) in Lippard From the Center: Feminist Essays on Women’s Art. (New York: E.P. 
Dutton, 1976) 165. 
19 Tucker, Marcia. “John Baldessari: Pursuing the Unpredictable” (1981), in Chance, Ed. Margaret Iverson. London: Whitechapel, 
2010. 
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contest established expectations of art. 

 

Design Precedents 

The systematic structures and internal logic in the work of Armin Hoffman and Wim 

Crouwel helped to inform my own. In congruence with their modernist era, Hoffman and 

Crouwel engaged in top-down design, from a kind of paternalistic or expert perspective. I am 

more closely aligned with their successors, Mevis & van Deursen, Sulki & Min, and 

Experimental Jetset. For this later generation, the foregrounding of logic is still evident in the 

work, and their rules-based experimentation maintains a forward moving practice while also 

leaving designs open for audience interpretation and participation. Sulki & Min created a graphic 

identity for the BMW Guggenheim Lab in 2010 that consisted of the letters L, A, and B as empty 

frames for multiline text. The frames were populated by constantly changing text in multiple 

languages, input by visitors to the website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: Sulki & Min BMW Guggenheim Lab Identity, 2010 
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Daniel Eatock takes audience participation a step further, and employs generative-

systems to an extreme, stating, “I propose systems, templates, invitations and opportunities for 

collaboration, creating social networks where contributors shape the outcome and participate in 

the building of works.”20  His participatory work, Thank You Pictures, invites audience 

contribution to a gallery of images according to a visual language of typologies he initiates. 

Viewers submit their own wryly titled photographs of idiosyncratic chance incidents, for which 

they receive credit on his website. Eatock’s system invites a multitude of interpretations from 

anyone willing to participate in an ongoing collaborative database.  

Figure 4: Daniel Eatock, Thank You Pictures. www.eatock.com  

 

Design Professor Gloria Lee introduced me to New Systems in Graphic Design (2000), a 

survey of work that exhibits the early twentieth century shift away from postmodern style, opting 

for more formal restraint and emphasizing concept over craft. This book further clarified my 

understanding of graphic design systems and provided subject material for my final project, 

System Hack in which my goal was to rigorously test an existing system. I used Michael 

                                                
20  “Daniel Eatock Artist Statement.” Accessed November 15, 2012. http://www.eatock.com/project/daniel-eatock/. 
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Worthington’s commissioned work for New Systems in Graphic Design, and tested it in four 

phases. Worthington’s system invites a hypothetical user to set up a strict grid, and then to 

“disrupt the structure through the application of inflexible rules, specific to an instance, but 

applied to a series of elements.”21 The “inflexible rules” I chose were appropriated from Brian 

Roettinger’s 2012 project Collage Culture, in which he designed an algorithm to computer-

generate image collages by automating content gathering and composition. The software 

randomly generates sequences of rules to enact on Google search images, turning them monotone 

to remove color connotations.  

Figure 5: Brian Roettinger, Collage Culture, 2012.  

 

Roettinger’s twenty-five rules are simple instructions like “cut the face out of an image” 

and “weight composition toward the top.”  I traveled on a university grant to the 2013 Los 

Angeles Art Book Fair, at which Roettinger spoke about his process for Collage Culture, the aim 

of which was to address what he called an “identity crisis in visual culture” and to produce work 

devoid of influence or reference. He also set rules for himself to follow while designing the book, 

                                                
21 Worthington, Michael. “Make the System Break the System,” in New Systems for Graphic Design. Ed. Christian Kusters and 
Emily King. New York: Universe, 2000. 
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which is set in one typeface at varying sizes. The hybrid system I designed and the results of my 

tests are outlined in detail in the Projects section that follows. 

Finally, Martin Venezky’s experimental practice was a major influence as a counter to 

the kind of rapid prototyping I’d been looking at with regard to generative systems. Venezky 

favors physicality, materiality, and the outdated tools of mechanical reproduction. He works 

slowly and methodically, pushing a design too far in order to learn when to stop. In his book, It is 

Beautiful then it is Gone, he writes about the vernacular in design as opposed to top-down 

planning, and his preference for “the unofficial stuff that slops into the frame…where the veneer 

rubs off and happenings can happen.”22 Venezky also employs systems in his practice, stating 

“the hardest part is never a lack of ideas, but how to merge a mass of them into a cohesive whole. 

This requires unleashing a system of parameters and investigating their logical consequences. 

That is to say, once certain design decisions are set, their interaction leads directly to the rest of 

the design development. It’s as if the book designs itself”23 His body of work, and writing 

developed through teaching at the California College of Arts, helped me to negotiate conceptual 

systems thinking with my affinity for the tactility of printed matter.  

 For an independent typography study with Professor David Shields, I did a series of 

works using a cut-up method with type from old specimen books, inspired by Venezky’s work 

and Dadaist experimental posters. I redesigned historical letters between famous artists and 

authors using cut-up type. The slowed down, cumbersome process was freeing and gratifying, 

and the leaps I made in my handling of typography on the page were exponential. The 

introduction to this way of working reconnected me to my original reasons for pursuing design: 

the material touch and evidence of craft in posters and books. My appreciation for such tactility 

                                                
22, 23 Venezky, Martin. It is Beautiful Then It is Gone. New York: Princeton, 2005. 
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was solidified while working on Barney Rosset’s autobiography at the Grove Press archives in 

New York during a summer internship in 2008, during which I was enamored with covers of 

Grove books and the Evergreen Review from the 1950s to 1960s. 
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III. Methodology 

The methodology I have developed over the course of this program focuses on generative systems 

for graphic design production. I employ a systems approach to design problems and inquiries in 

order to break apart specific subject matter. For any given project, I define initial parameters and 

rule sets specific to the content to work within. Momentarily freed from theoretical or conceptual 

weight, I can then “switch to autopilot” while allowing the system to generate variations in form. 

This method affords both practical and conceptual advantages: Because the system reduces 

subjective decision-making from the early stages of the design process, I am able to quickly 

generate multiple ideas on a theme from which I cull the most interesting to further explore or 

push. The unpredictable nature of generative processes yields surprising forms, providing a way 

to avoid defaulting to a design routine, or overusing design solutions. The experimental quality of 

this methodology supports a continually progressive and evolving practice, keeping the work 

interesting for myself, and my audience. 

 In terms of practical application, a systematic approach to graphic design makes for more 

nuanced and flexible work. Traditionally design was a series of one-off solutions, such as a fixed 

logo or template. In contemporary design, generative identity systems allow for transition into 

various situations and media. By setting up the components for a visual language on the front end, 

a graphic system can adapt and build upon itself to create a more fully formed graphic identity.  

 Mevis & Van Deursen’s flexible identity system for the Stedjelik Museum in Amsterdam 

is a clear example of this approach. Because of the need for information about the museum’s 

rotating exhibitions to be spread across a range of media, the designers developed a literal graphic 

frame through which to flow the museum’s constantly changing content. The graphic frame 

consists of two thin rule lines and can sit vertically or horizontally on a page, mimicking the 
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qualities of physical gallery spaces; impermanence, moveable walls, neutrality. Mevis & Van 

Deursen state that they wanted the template to function as a stage for art, suggesting versatility, as 

with changing theatre sets.24 The same frame functions to display both vernacular and high art, 

while still maintaining the overall identity of the Stedjelik Museum. The transparency of such a 

system allows the museum audience to see the mechanisms at work and anticipate how 

combinations of modular components might operate. 

Figure 6: Mevis & Van Deursen, Stedelijk Identity, 2012 

 

I argue that this kind of unfixed design system is more appropriate for a public institution than a 

designer or design team making decisions behind closed doors. Conceptually, showing a 

multiplicity of possible expressions for a single concept inverts a modernist paradigm of top-

down design. In contrast to a dictatorial voice and the notion of a single ideal form, presenting a 

multitude of formal expressions suggest that there is no single way to present a set of content.  As 

a direct alternative to a more traditional design model in which an expert designer makes 

decisions behind closed doors, revealing the process by which ideas and forms are derived makes 

                                                
24 “New Visual Identity by Mevis en Van Deursen” August 2, 2012. Accessed September 10, 2012. http://www.stedelijk.nl/en/news-
items/new-visual-identity-by-mevis-en-van-deursen. 
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the design process more accessible; the viewer can make sense of the design and foresee how 

their own contribution could be added to the content stream.  

 If a design displays multiple expressions of content, it may also encourage diverse 

interpretations. Thus for me, the system of processes I use is as important as the end product, 

particularly as I begin to explore ways to design systems for active audience participation and 

propagation. If postmodernity sought to disrupt the single narrative and activate an engaged and 

critical viewership, a co-creative design process reaches beyond those intentions.  
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IV. Projects 

In the first year of the MFA program, I investigated areas of interest in visual culture through a 

series of experimental projects that generated variations on a theme. I intuitively worked in a 

systematic way, in part because initiating graphic design projects in a critique studio format was 

entirely new to me. Because the project prompts were completely open-ended, I had to create a 

structure for myself. I found that doing so enabled me to bypass some of the pressure of 

conceptual weight in order to start quickly making, or more importantly to think through making. 

In fact, I am not particularly organized or inclined toward advance planning by nature, so 

working in such a methodical way was a kind of performance. This early series of projects 

marked a period in which I was still moving toward the idea of generative systems as a personal 

methodology. 

 

Modular Typeface 

The aforementioned Modular Typeface generates nearly infinite typeface variations, by 

inserting different combinations of modular components culled from forms in the environment. 

Theoretically, running the project in different cities would yield typefaces unique to each place, 

which can be reinserted back into the landscapes from which they are derived via graphic 

materials. In Marfa, I was inspired by Donald Judd’s hundred aluminum boxes, which are 

permanently installed at the Chinati Foundation. Arranged in a precise grid, the boxes all share 

the same outer dimensions, but each individual box has a varying interior structure. This highly 

rational system guided my design for the typeface template. 
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Exercises in Visual Culture 

Appropriating the alterations that images undergo through mediation for Exercises in 

Visual Culture, I chose iconic images to test by repeatedly cropping, copying, distorting, and 

multiplying them.  I photocopied and enlarged Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother to abstraction. I 

cropped and recombined images of Beyonce and Dorli Rainey, octagenarian activist whose image 

went viral after she was pepper-sprayed by police during the 2011 Occupy Seattle protests. The 

resulting collages echo the decontextualization of serious political images once they enter the 

multimedia stream, alongside pop-up ads and random content. I disrupted the formulaic 

conventions of perfume ads by folding and scanning them, which distortied the models’ faces and 

bodies, and highlighting their gazes and contorted postures. Finally, I redesigned Saul Bass’ 

“Anatomy of A Murder” film poster in the style of five unrelated contemporary posters, on a 

spectrum of direct copying to looser interpretation. I identified each of these methods 

(copying/abstracting, scanning/warping, collage, and hybridization) for future application. Each 

of the various exercises were starting points, which could have been further defined and 

developed as iterative methods to test a range of images. At the time, I was just beginning to 

explore the manipulation of images according to a specific inquiry. 

Figure 7: Exercises in Visual Culture (perfume ad folded distortions and Migrant Mother photocopied reproductions), 2011. 
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Meme-isis 

For a project called Meme-isis I wanted to explore the proliferation of internet memes. I 

began with a Josef Muller-Brockmann poster and made alterations within a set of defined 

aesthetic categories, including typeface, orientation, distortion, and pattern. I created a hundred 

variations of the poster using the system. This was early in my exploration of systems, and 

because the parameters were not sufficiently defined, the system produced multiples rather than 

iterations. Although the formal results were interesting, I was altering too many elements of the 

poster at once. The project would have been stronger had I made iterative changes to specific 

elements. I carried this knowledge to subsequent projects, aiming to further tighten the focus and 

better define my own rules. 

 Going into the second year, I had fully arrived at generative systems for production as the 

tool I wanted to hone over the remainder of the program. My objective was to revisit earlier 

projects to refine their rules and to consider practical application of the experimental forms each 

system generated. In addition, I completed the undergraduate design course as an elective, with 

the goal of implementing my research on generative systems within the coursework.  

 

Figure 8: Meme-isis, 2011. 
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©ute 

In the course, called “Images in Communication” and taught by graphic design 

practitioner Jett Butler, I collaborated with my fellow graduate student, Rachel Weil, on a poster 

system for a project in which we were instructed to create a coherent poster series from a single 

word of our choice (the word “cute”), a set of self-composed images on a theme of our choice, 

and a randomly assigned phrase from Brian Eno’s Oblique Strategies. The project dictated a set 

of constraints regarding typeface and layout dimensions. We created a concept for a fictitious ad 

agency called ©ute, integrating a subversive use of the copyright symbol into the corporate name 

itself.  The random phrase we were issued, “make a blank valuable by putting it in an exquisite 

frame” became the dystopian agency’s slogan, set in small type over a series of bleak 

photographs of an abandoned mall. 

 

Figure 9: ©ute Identity System, 2012. With Rachel Weil.  
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Half+Half 

A second project for the course, titled Half+Half, was for a daily project, similar to the 

Micheal Bierut’s 100 Days Project that he runs in a workshop with Yale’s Design MFA students. 

The instructions were to produce a body of work for seventy days based on a simple repeatable 

act. I gathered small found objects from the castoffs at Goodwill’s distribution center, objects 

deemed unfit even for resale. I cut each object in half and recombined them in different 

arrangements. The simple system yielded seventy unique forms that were three-dimensional 

exquisite corpses. These lighthearted formal gestures suggest unlimited ideas for reuse of the 

discarded “readymades,” and question the values and lifespans assigned to material objects. 

 

Figure 10: Half +Half, 2012. 

 

System Hack 

For my final studio project, System Hack, I wanted to test the efficacy of an existing 

system and its effects on images. I combined Michael Worthington’s commissioned work from 

Restart: New Systems in Graphic Design (2000), with twenty of Brian Roettinger’s compositional 
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rules from Collage Culture (2012). My resulting hybrid system uses Worthington’s parameters as 

a basis and Roettinger’s arbitrary rules to generate collage posters. The mash-up system dictates 

rigid formal constraints (dimensions, color, typeface, grid) and instructs the “user” to break the 

system by enacting a set of twenty-five arbitrary rules, determined by rolling a pair of dice. 

Worthington’s system reads as follows:  

1. Record what you are thinking about right now. 
2. Look at (ir)relavent historical references. 
3. Gather content/concepts. 
4. Manufacture the generic structure based on the restrictions implied by the volume of the content. 

Start with generic sans type, generic image, solid CMYK, strict grid, rigid mathematics. 
5. Disrupt the structure through the application of inflexible rules, specific to an instance, but applied 

to a series of elements: 

a) ___________ 
b) ___________ 
c) ___________ 
d) ___________ 
e) ___________ 
 

6. Evaluate, introduce an idea/narrative and return to 5. 

 Roettinger’s compositional rules, slightly adapted for my purposes: 
1. All elements must touch each other. 
2. No composed elements can touch. 
3. Use a white background. 
4. Compose twelve lines, all of different lengths. 
5. Fill the background with a pattern. 
6. Fill the background with an image. 
7. Include a line between 1 and 8 points in thickness. 
8. Create a random shape that has no angles. Fill with color or image. 
9. Create a random shape that has right angles. Fill with color or image. 
10. Use one image multiple times, at varying scales. 
11. Compose one image to fill one hundred percent of the page. 
12. Convert an image to halftone. 
13. Weight composition toward the top. 
14. Cut the face out of an image and keep it. Discard the rest. 
15. Cut the face out of an image and discard it. Keep the rest. 
16. Overlap two images. 
17. Overlap two of the same image. 
18. Cut the high density area out of an image. Discard the area. 
19. Cut the high density area out of an image. Fill with a color. 
20. Cut the high density area out of an image. Fill with an image. 
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Phase I:  I ran pop culture, political, and fashion content through the system and noted my points 

of subjective control; cheating. Though using the system did produce unexpected formal 

solutions, I maintained control by choosing specific images for specific rules, and at points 

swapping for rules to suit my aesthetic. I noted that the certain rules were more impactful, such as 

removing a face. Particularly in the Kim Jong Un series, removing his face leaves only the shell 

of his clothing and gestures. 

 

 

Figure 11: System Hack Phase I: Kim Jong Un, 2012. 

 

Phase II:  I aimed to eliminate subjective control by automating the process as much as possible. I 

used random image-generating software to gather content, and added steps to determine each step 

in the process by rolling dice, formalizing the system in a detailed flow chart. The second set 

looked much different, looser, less calculated, than the first. Juxtapositions of disparate images 

formed coincidental relationships that I wouldn’t have otherwise noticed, without forced irony.  

My colleague James Barela, was the first “user,” other that myself, to run my mashed-up 

system. His MFA research centers upon visual tropes, or formal and symbolic repetition in image 
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culture. His typical approach is to identify a trope and make it visible through graphic 

interpretation. He ran a series of political protest images from news media through the system and 

discovered a “kissing as protest” trope he had not noticed before. By forcing him to invert his 

approach to subject matter, that is, by allowing the system to form connections rather than 

identifying them on the front end, the system revealed both an unexpected trope and potential 

formal expressions. James’ realization verified the value of using a generative systems approach 

as a way to force oneself to view content from varying angles. 
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Figure 12: System Hack Phase II: Flow Chart, 2012. 
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Phase III: In the third round of testing, I focused on the system’s effects on meaning. I ran 

content through which was embedded with heavy connotations. I used historical agitprop posters 

and U.S. government propaganda: Karl Koehler’s This is the Enemy, Lester Beall’s poster for the 

Rural Electrification Act, Act Up’s AIDSgate, Barbara Kruger’s Your Gaze Hits the Side of My 

Face and Seymour Chwast’s End Bad Breath. The system abstracted the original works and their 

messages, through various the subtractive and additive collage techniques of the twenty-five 

arbitrary rules. Heavy images were lightened and made absurd or humorous. The rules 

themselves are inherently biased, since recontextualization and juxtaposition of images, 

automatically alters their meanings. The implication for this phase is that a system could be 

proposed to intentionally shift meaning in a predetermined directions. 

 

 

Figure 13: System Hack Phase III: Agitprop, 2012. 

 

Phase IV: My goal for the final phase was to take the experiments and forms generated to 

produce a final work, a critical intervention. I ran subject material that I have worked with before 

through the system, which I had refined over the previous three phases. I took images from the 
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June 2012 J. Crew catalog, to break down the fashion system at work by elucidating the devices 

and artifice used to sell the all-American (predominantly upper class, white, heteronormative, 

thin, and attractive) J. Crew lifestyle, and ultimately, J. Crew products. I used the resulting 

images in a mock-catalog in which I break the catalog apart and re-catalog them to reveal 

underlying ideologies. I use the same descriptive rhetoric used to describe clothing in my 

commentary. I also included an excerpt of an essay I wrote for an elective course called 

“Reframing Visual Culture” about digital mannequins and ethnic tokenism. Relevant text from 

Berger’s Ways of Seeing is interspersed throughout. 

 

Figure 14: J. Crew Re-Catalog, 2013. 
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V. Conclusions/Future Work 

Having established a viable methodology for quickly generating ideas and forms to be applied in 

service of content, I’m continuing to consider how this method might operate outside my own 

experimental practice. In my current Teaching Assistantship, for the sophomore design course, 

“Design Technologies II,” I was able to run my System Hack project in a classroom setting, to test 

its use as teaching tool. I simplified the system for clarity by reducing the number of rules, and 

instructed students to choose a set of twelve of their own photos to run through the process. I had 

them run the system five times on the same set of images, mixing analog and digital techniques, 

so that patterns could be recorded.  

 The students’ reception was a mix of excitement and skepticism, and as they began, a 

number of questions arose as to what they could and couldn’t do; they were afraid of mistakenly 

enacting the rules. Unprepared for this, I attempted to refine the rules as they asked questions, but 

that resulted in conflicting rules.  I ultimately realized that strict adherence or literal 

interpretations of the rules did not matter as much as the process of rolling the dice and following 

rules according to individual definitions. While some students welcomed the system dictating 

their process, others were frustrated by the restriction. In the end, every student in the class 

described a breakthrough moment, at which point they gave up control and made some formal or 

process discovery that they embraced. It was informative to watch their progress and exciting to 

see twenty students’ variations on a theme I had constructed, totaling five hundred experimental 

11 × 17″ posters. The course instructor Ryan Bruner and I considered it a successful project, in 

that it encouraged a large quantity of quick experiments, familiarized the students with software, 
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and helped them begin to articulate their aesthetic preferences.   

 As I leave the university, I’m interested in continuing my MFA research into my 

professional practice, by setting up generative systems for user input. I’m also interested in 

audience participation in the creation of the system itself, as the sophomore class helped me to 

refine the system they used with their thoughtful questions and suggestions.  I view this co-

creative process as a potential way of engaging an audience’s critical reception and interpretation, 

through active participation in the co-design of generative systems.  

 Figure 15: Alice Willett, Design Feedback Loop: Postmodern/Modern/?, 2013. 
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